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reetings from Team Jargon!

February with its beautiful pleasant climate
and its short span of days has always
been a special month, often referred to
as the month of Love! Keeping this very
thing in mind, this month’s issue is created
around the theme - ‘Unconventional Love’.
Unconventional means individualistic,
atypical, nonconformist and love is
universal. With this issue, Jargon asked
everyone to tell us what love means to you
whether it is self love, romantic love, love
for your friends, family etc and we have
received some fantastic entries!. Also with
this issue, we have started a fun ‘Jargon
Recommends’ section in which we will
recommend books, songs, podcasts, etc
related to the theme of the month. Tell us
what you think of the recommendations
of this month and keep supporting us and
sending us your entries to get featured!
Send your entries atniftjargon2019@gmail.com

Fashion Therapy with Rhea
The February of 2021. It’s a month filled with
a whirlwind of emotions, to say the least. Is it
because it looks minuscule on the calendars
but feels like an eternity? Or because the
overly-emotional Pisceans are planning
their birthdays, or maybe because the new
semester has begun- minus the camaraderie
between the cheerily gung-ho juniors and
the sanguine seniors, who had charming
plans for their final semesters because heyYOSO ( You’re only a senior once! ) or maybe
because Emily In Paris has been nominated
for the Golden Globes…Well, how can we
forget the hallmark holiday of February that
recorded spending of a record $27 billion
in 2020 in the United States- The gallingly
overrated and gloriously commercialized- V
Day! ( The v in valentine’s stands for virtual
now )
Dear romantiques, who sabraged the 14th,
in no way I want to dampen your spirits
for the next year. I am all for dressing up
as a scrumptious and chic gallerist in a
sheath dress from Chloé and Ralph Lauren
for a moody brunch with your beau or
celebrating your feminine floral side with
the ornate details of Rodarte and Erdem
for a candlelight. Either you planned on
hoarding Manolos or watching emotionally
devastating movies like the Notebook, I
hope your day was like a mysterious and fun
crème brûle- the flavors of which are yet to
be discovered! My only issue with the day is it
being a one-day charm and being associated
with all things red and conventional…
A day that celebrates the most powerful
emotion in the multiverse should be anything
but conventional. So, to add a mystical take
and fresh imagery to a day that is indeed
a covetable fantasy, rooted in reality, but

never true to life, I would like to share some
pivotal moments in the fashion industry that
celebrated love, dizzying with delight and
acceptance. Even though redefining what
we consider beautiful or even acceptable
isn’t as easy as marching a new hemline
down a runway, coveted labels are taking
steps to take fashion towards a more selfassured, joyous, and sophisticated space
that not only subverts the societal taboos
but also unfurls a new sense of enthusiasm.
While we used every birthday candle, fallen
eyelash, and 11:11 to wish that we could
attend the euphoric YSL show by Anthony
Vaccarello as the models strode under the
blazing sun across a sandy dune, what was
even more penetrative than the stunning
silhouettes was the poignant epilogue at
the end that earnestly said- “I wish you were
here…” Not to forget the sweet epigraph
by Harry Styles in his video- Watermelon
Sugar that gently stated- “This video is
dedicated to touching…” Just two simple
sentences that sum up the zeitgeist of the
dense prose of 2020. Though trapped in the
virtual cage, the fashion world served some
elementally auric looks that satisfied our
sartorial sensibilities and effortlessly broke
the shackles of monotony.
Redefining masculinity, men’s fashion
now makes space for more androgynous
elements, seen in the rise of soft boy style
on social media.
On the runways of Alessandro Michele’s
Gucci and Kim Jones’ Dior Men and through
the adoption of dresses by celebrities like
Styles, fellow Gucci-muse Jared Leto, and
rappers like Jaden Smith and Bad Bunny.
While the “Golden” singer no doubt has a

distinct personal style, its sartorial impact
has led many wanna-shines to experiment
and bookmark his repertoire, one chunky
ring, and a painted finger at a time. Prince
and Dennis Rodman were trailblazers for
gender-fluid fashion among men. The
body-positive movement in fashion was
designated for marginalized bodies to feel
seen and validated and that movement
has been co-opted by fashion houses and
corporations alike. A celebration that was
long due.
We also saw more mature models in fashion
campaigns than ever before, and in an
industry that usually celebrates youth, this
represents a major turning point. Though
I was thrilled when I found out about Julia
Roberts for Givenchy, Iris Apfel for Alexis
Bittar, and Joni Mitchell for Saint Laurent,
I was ecstatic when I saw that Joan Didion
was the new face of Céline, a glorious French
label celebrating the beauty of an 80-yearold! These were some remarkable moments
that confirmed the efficacy of the fact that
the industry is indeed trying to spread love
in its own dramatic ways and make
the usual red rose drama a vestige of
a bygone era…
Rhea Singh,
FC 6

Costume by
Kanupriya Yadav

LIKE A GIRL !
L

adies, let’s play a game. Put your hand up for every time you heard
someone say, “Women are bad drivers! They should just give up.”,
“Don’t get tattoos and piercings, because that means your character is
bad”, or the famous, “Don’t be the ‘feminist type’, no one will like you.”
Let me guess. Not only could you relate with every one of these situations,
but also remembered that one time when you had to stop what you
were doing just because society thought “it’s not what women do”.
To prove this point, even more, we sent out a survey to our fellow
women army, and asked a question, just one question, “Have you
faced inequality due to your gender at any point of your life?”. And
no points for guessing, but the answers didn’t surprise us at all.

While only 2 people said No, a majority of 47 people, agreed
that they had faced inequalities at many points of their life. And why
wouldn’t they? We all remember how we were told to come back
home before curfew, while our brothers partied all night. So, how
can we stop it, change it and make sure that it will never resurface?
It’s easy really. All we need are bigger pockets in our jeans! Yes, that’s all
really, because the day our pockets are the right size, it can finally carry
the equal pay that women deserve, equal rights that women deserve
and mostly, the equal opportunities that women deserve, in our large,
fits all, (and is there to carry my wallet and keys anytime I want) pockets!
It doesn’t just stop there. If you thought, “equal pay” was the only battle women
were fighting, wait till I introduce you to its slightly annoying cousin, “Women
cannot do that (so only men can?).” While Virat Kohli has created a place for
himself in the headlines and pops up for every little thing, Mithali Raj probably
still hears from her neighbour aunty to, “settle down and start planning for kids!”
I remember once, when one of my “extremely overprotective neighbour”,
got quite tired of all the feminist talks, he had said, “Tumko ladies’ seat
chahiye aur equal rights bhi?” While I roll on the floor laughing about
that day, I also understand how gender inequality is perceived in many
parts of the world these days. Rather than understanding that it’s a
human issue, people have kept pinning it as a women’s issue only (much
like the ‘most ignored conversation ever’ on menstrual well-being).
So, the next time someone says, “You are so funny for a girl” or
“Wow! You watch football”, just remember to take a deep breath, and (instead
of punching them), just explain the basic fundamentals of gender inequality.
And if that doesn’t work, (still don’t punch), share some reference material
or literature that can help them to get a clear perspective towards the topic
of gender inequality. And if that also doesn’t work, then go ahead and punch,
LIKE A GIRL, because that sure hurts!
Shreeparna Roy, TD sem 4
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As a Woman
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e talk about being comfortable in our own skin but our inner critic most always
takes over when we glance at the mirror. We fill our gallery with quotes on
fancy background but still look down upon women with body hair. Now, you can’t
change the way the world sees you but you can definitely change the way you see
the world!

